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Ok, so Saphriogestics 
does not exist … yet

… but then I am a child of the 80s.

I grew up knowing what a Warp Drive is and what a Flux Capacitor can do.

I don’t mind dealing with 

hypothetical stuff.

Back to the Future, Universal Pictures

Star Trek, Gene Roddenberry



Ok, so Saphriogestics 
does not exist … yet

But remember … five years ago Social Media Influencer 

was not a profession.

… or Sociophysicist anyone? 



Ok, so Saphriogestics 
does not exist … yet

Learning the skills for the jobs of tomorrow:

time travel manager
climate control officer
space travel accountant
carbon management technician
weather modification controller
deep sea habitat agent
UN advisor on extra-terrestrial mining
brain-mapping consultant
cloning and medi-breeding specialist



Can we not just teach for 
STEM jobs we know ?



Can we not just teach for 
STEM jobs we know ?

A brief look at the life-cycle of a ‘job’

Where do all the 

little jobs come from ?

Berkshirefarmsapiary



Can we not just teach for 
STEM jobs we know ?

A brief look at the life-cycle of a ‘job’

Where jobs go to die:

Companies over five years old 

are net-destroyers of jobs !

Death

The Discworld

Terry PratchettJason Wiens & Chris Jackson, Kauffman Foundation, USA



Can we not just teach for 
STEM jobs we know ?

A brief look at the life-cycle of a ‘job’

The main provider of new 

jobs are companies under

five years old.

Jason Wiens & Chris Jackson, Kauffman Foundation, USA

Berkshirefarmsapiary



Can we not just teach for 
STEM jobs we know ?

Teaching for the jobs that we know 

all about is increasingly futile.



Teaching the Unknown …

Illustration: eharmony.com



Teaching the Unknown …

… means that we, the teachers have to let go of 

the key advantage of being the ones in the know. 



Teaching the Unknown …

… means that we, the teachers have to let go of 

the key advantage of being the ones in the know.

… means also that we must question the concept of 

“teaching for a purpose”.



On the Purpose of Teaching

If we want to go “Back to the Future”

… where to go ?

Back to the Future, Universal Pictures



On the Evolution of Learning

The 4th Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0)

Late 20th Century:   - novel Physics

- networked world & dot com

- Artificial Intelligence 

(come back to that)

- Robotics

Illustration: apriso.com



On the Evolution of Learning

Industry 4.0

The 3rd Industrial Revolution

1960s onwards: - electronics and IT replacing 

manual labour

- biotechnology

Programmable Controller
1969

Illustration: apriso.com



On the Evolution of Learning

Industry 4.0

The 3rd Industrial Revolution

The 2nd Industrial Revolution

1870+ : - Electric, Oil & Gas

- Chemical Synthesis

- Telegraph & Telephone

- Mass production Factories

Slaughterhouse Production
Line, 1870

Illustration: apriso.com



On the Evolution of Learning

Industry 4.0

The 3rd Industrial Revolution

The 2nd Industrial Revolution

The Industrial Revolution

1770+ : - Fractured Production

- Mechanisation

- Energy as a commodity

First mechanical Loom
1784

Illustration: apriso.com



On the Evolution of Learning

Industry 4.0

The 3rd Industrial Revolution

The 2nd Industrial Revolution

The Industrial Revolution

Enlightenment

1715 – 1790s : - Philosophy

- Emancipation from Religion

- Fracturing of the Sciences & the Arts



On the Evolution of Learning

Industry 4.0

The 3rd Industrial Revolution

The 2nd Industrial Revolution

The Industrial Revolution

Enlightenment

Renaissance

1400 – late 1600s : A joined movement of the Arts, 

the Sciences and the Literature and Philosophy.



On the Purpose of Teaching

Some challenges of STEM areas in Industry 4.0:

- predictive maintenance, 

- decision-making in real time, 

- anticipating inventory based on production, 

- real-time coordination of processes.

1) These challenges do not have ‘teachable’ solutions.



On the Purpose of Teaching

Some challenges of STEM areas in Industry 4.0: 

- predictive maintenance, 

- decision-making in real time, 

- anticipating inventory based on production, 

- real-time coordination of processes.

1) These challenges do not have ‘teachable’ solutions.

2) We don’t even know which STEM subject they are in.



On the Purpose of Teaching

Some challenges of STEM areas in Industry 4.0:

We train Molecular Biologists, Organic Chemists, 

Atomic Physicists

… and we train them largely with knowledge.



On the Purpose of Teaching

Some challenges of STEM areas in Industry 4.0:

We train Molecular Biologists, Organic Chemists, 

Atomic Physicists

… and we train them largely with knowledge.

Where does a Renaissance come in ?



Renaissance

A holistic concept of our world with arts, sciences and philosophy … 

Leonardo da Vinci

… an engineer, artist, physiologist, 
anatomist, bioengineer.



Renaissance

A holistic concept of our world with arts, sciences and philosophy … 

Isaac Newton

Leonardo da Vinci

… a physicist, mathematicians, astronomer, theologian, natural philosopher & alchemist.



Renaissance

A holistic concept of our world with arts, sciences and philosophy … 

Isaac Newton

Leonardo da Vinci

… mathematician, astronomer, philosopher, poet & architect.

Bahāʾ al‐Dīn Muḥammad 
ibn Ḥusayn al‐ʿĀmilī



Renaissance

How then do we create a Renaissance in Physics.  



Skills and Knowledge:
Niels Bohr (1885 – 1962) and the Barometer Question:

Given a barometer how do you measure the height of a tall building ?

Niels Bohr
Quantumphysicist
Nobel Laureate

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/337558934539745152/


Skills and Knowledge:
Niels Bohr (1885 – 1962) and the Barometer Question:

Given a barometer how do you measure the height of a tall building ?

- Measure air pressure at ground level and on top then calculate.

- Let the barometer down on a string … then measure string

- Drop it from the roof and measure time to impact

- Drop in from the roof, observe impact and arrival of smash. Use speed of sound to 

calculate the height.

- Walk up the stairs marking the walls in ‘barometer units’ then count units.

- On a sunny day measure the shadow of the building and the shadow of the 

barometer then measure barometer height and calculate from proportions.

- Swing the barometer from a piece of string – calculate pendulum constant and use 

difference in g to calculate height of building. 

- Hand it to the janitor in exchange for height of building.



Skills and Knowledge:

Physics Knowledge is having one of these answers.

Physics Skills is coming up with ever new answers.



“Research Skills”
A teaching example …



“Research Skills”
Physicists can do everything …

http://www.culture24.org.uk/history-and-heritage/royal-history/art407815
https://stfc.ukri.org/about-us/how-we-are-governed/advisory-boards-panels-committees/science-board/professor-paul-mckenna/


Numeracy Algebra, Calculus, …
IT skills Python programming, html…
Presentation Power Point, giving talks, 

writing books, ...
Teamwork Work-packaging, organising 

meetings, …
Communication Web-conferencing, line 

management, 
Finance Accounting, bidding, …
Biology Molecular Biology, Botany,

Cell Biology, …

“Research Skills”
Of Skills, Knowledge and Know-How



- Financing work and equipment Proposal Form

- Assessment Talks & Proposal

- Presentation in talk and word Talk & Proposal Case

- Project-Management Proposal Case & Form

- Creativity Proposal

- Work Ethics Proposal Case

- Jobs – taking and giving Workplan & Form

“Research Skills”
Linking Skills to Exams



- Teamwork

- Negotiations

- Financing work and equipment

- Assessment

- Presentation in talk and word

- Project-Management

- Creativity

- Work Ethics

- Networking & Communication

- Time-Management

- Job descriptions

“Research Skills”
And many more …



Skills and Knowledge:
What can we achieve with skills that “artificial intelligence” cannot?

What does it take to

create a masterpiece?



Skills and Knowledge:
What can we achieve with skills that “artificial intelligence” cannot?

A computer will be better at:

- figuring out what paints to use

- deciding on an appropriate motive

- deciding on brush stroke

- defining brush type and materials

- …

But all these steps need human ingenuity first !



Skills and Knowledge:
What can we achieve with skills that “artificial intelligence” cannot?

A computer could win the Turner Prize.



Skills and Knowledge:
What can we achieve with skills that “artificial intelligence” cannot?

A computer could win the Turner Prize.

No computer would have the idea to submit for the Turner Prize,

… or to design, to think, to muse, …



Skills and Knowledge:
What can we achieve with skills that “artificial intelligence” cannot?

A computer could win the Turner Prize.

No computer would have the idea to submit for the Turner Prize,

… or to design, to think, to muse, …

Because computers don’t design – they optimize,

they don’t think – they calculate,

they don’t muse – they do algorithms.



Skills and Knowledge:

From my own experience teaching Physics I propose that we will have 

to shift our teaching (and our measurement of teaching success !) 

further towards skills and away from knowledge acquisition.

Computers are superior at accessing knowledge efficiently.

Our graduates are superior at figuring out what to do with knowledge.



Ok, so Saphriogestics 
does not exist … yet

In a fast evolving STEM environment we need to:

- Allow for our own lack of knowledge about future trends,

- Develop more bridges between our disciplines,

- Shift emphasis from factual teaching to skills training.


